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ABSTRACT
The Rural Education Program (REP) is funded to

develop a strategy--the Rural Futures Development (RFD)
'Strategy--that encourages local initiative and participation in
educational change. The strategy was installed in the San Juan School
District in southeastern Utah (Site "A") from August 1974 to June
1976 and represented the first installation of the integrated
strategy. Site A is a remote, large, and sparsely-populated area
containing two distinct language and cultural groups--Navajo and
Anglo. Strategy installation involved selecting four process
facilitators and a local RFD coordinator, forming three
school-community groups, conducting needs assessments, and initiating
numerous training and planning activities. The evaluation of §1.e A
was designed to monitor the RFD Strategy at the local school district
level and to assist REP in defini.ng and refining the strategy. A
survey questionnaire was used to assess community members'
perceptions of change over RFD's 2-year installation period. Sample
size was 331; response rate was 41%. Most respondents perceived an
improvement in educational quality; two-thirds felt the work done by
school-community groups and school staff had improved the quality of
educational decisions in their community. This report includes
detailed reviews of evaluation procedures and results, the evaluation
instruments, 'and data describing the local school district. (JHZ)
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FOREWORD

This-evaluation was conducted under' contracts with the National
Institute of Education as part of the development work of the Rural
Futures Development (RFD) Strategy.r`Additionally,'resources obtained
from the school district through the contract for installation of the
Rural Futures.Development Strategy specified an amount to be used for
evaluation Of the strategy., These resources warevexpendedfor the fina1
data collection activities which occurred in June of 1976. Finally/ as
part of their involvement with-the RFD Strategy the Utah Department of
EdUcation will be conducting an independent evaluation of the Site A
installation during the fall of 1976.
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1.O INTRODUCTION

.11

1.1 Purpose of the Report and Audiences

The pOrpose of this evaluation report is to docuient the evaluation
activities thatçtaok place during the installation of the-Ruial Education
Program's Rural Filtures Development (RFD) Str4tegy in the San Juan
School Distric in southeastern Utah from August 1974 to June 1976.
Audiences for this report include the Rural Education Program (REP)-, the
National Institute of Education, the San Jan School District, and the
Utah State Department of Education.

This report is organized into five section. The Introduction
gives a brief orientation. Section two describes the developmental
history of the RFDStrategy and pkesents a general description of the
strategy. Section three provides the reader with & description of Site -

A and of strategy events and activities as they occurred there. Section
four outlines the evaluation questions and describes the instrumentation,.
proceduies, and activities employed during the evaluation. Section five
,presents and discusses the data collected for strategy refinement and
the results of the survey designed to determine impact on the community.

-.. 1.2 Context of the Evaluation

In August1.974-the,Rural Education ,Program began'workiJig with the
. San Juan School Ji'sttict (Site A). to implement the Rural Futures, '

-tevelopment Strategy, a process'designed:to help rdral communities and
school systems improve local learning opportunities., For the ,district,
this strategy installation provided an opportunity to increase local
community:participation.in educational decision making. For the REP
'Site A offeied an'opportnnity--..for continued strategy 'development and
refinement. Site A was to 'be the setting within which the first'tryout
of the multiple components of the integrated. RFD Strategy would occur.
Additionally, a contract with the-ttah State Department of Education was
negotiated which called for the REP staff to assist them in establishing
a task force at the state level to consider issues related to community
involvement in-educational decision-making and to proVide training for
two of their staff members which would prepare them to train future
process facilitators.

Concurrent with the strategy installation activities of Site A were
the ongoing NWREL development and strategy refinement tasks. REP staff
members were preparing a written description of the integrated RFD
Strategy, as well as putting together A set of process and outcome goals
and objectives for the strategy.

1



Prior .to the installation of the integrated strategy in Site A,
evaluation astivities had focused upon the individual strategy compo-
nents, suak as the school,, family, and curriculum. The Site.A experience
*was to be the first evaluative look at the integrated strategy. This
examination was bawl prior to the completion of the written description
of the#integrated strategy and completion of the set of strategy goals
and objectives. The focUs'for'the evaluation became one of assisting
the REP, in identifying the critical elements of the strategy and high-
lighting both successes and difficultieS resulting from strategy
implementation in Site A.
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DESCRIPTION OFTHERUAL FUTURES DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

2.1 Deelcsma51entalHistooftheRFDStrat

Effective March 1, 1973, the Rural &cation Program (REP) of the
Northwest. Regional Educational Laboratory entered into a multi-year
agreement with the National,Institute of Education.' Under the terms of
this Contract the. Rural Education Progiam began developing a set of
Rural Futures Development (RFD) Strategies aimed'at strengthening the
problem-solving capacities of rural school systems, communities, class-
rooms, and families. These strategies were defined as Community
Centered, School Centered, Learner Centered,'Support Agency Centered,
and Family Centered. Each strategy aimed at a different target systlit
but was tied to the others by undergirding principles, values, and
approaches to change. Each strategy was composed of processes and
products intended for use by local problem solvers or by state and
regional agencies who could support local people's efforts.

However, by November 1974 several important considerations prompted
a timber of modifications in this original Scope of Work. Some of these
considerations were: (1) a need to integrate the Community Centered,
School Centered, and Support Agency Centered Strategies; (2) NIE'S
growing interest in a successful installation of the integrated strat-
egies; (3) the need to plan a diffusion effort; (4) the impact 'of
unanticipated high inflation rates on budgets; and (5) a 15 percent
reduction in NIE

As a result, the Rural Education Program discontinued development..
of the Learner Centered and Family Centered comporients and integrated 4

the Community Centered, School Centered, and Support Agency components.
Simultaneously, a 'site (Site A) for installing the integrated strategy
was arranged through contracts with the Utah State Board of Education
and the San Juan School District in southeastern Utah. The Scope of
Work statement also included the procurement of a second'field test
site by November 30, 1975, (Site B) and the development of an evaluation
plan for measuring the extent to which the strategy could produce
desired outcomes. In addition, a diffusion planning component was
-.dde4'for 1975.

As of July 1, 1976, the REP had completed the installation of the
integrated RFD Strategy in Site A in southeastern Utah; prototype
versions of the six products specified in the contract had been _

developed; the specifications for a seventh product, the Support Agency
Guide, had been prepared; a second field test site (Site B) had been
procured and installation had begun in northeastern Washington; an
evaluation plan for measuring degree of implementation and outcomgs had
been developed; and a nine-state diffusion effort had been initiated.
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2.2 RFD Strategy Description)

The RurL1 Education Program is funded to develop a strategy that
will pelp rural community s and school sjstems -improve local learning
opportunities. This strategy, called the Rurail Futures Development
Strategy,is governed by beliefs tha

People who are affected by decisions should help make them.
a

There are no pat answers to'problems--communities and
schools should learn hOw to choose the best solutions to
their problems.

A systematic approach to solving problems helps people
make the best use of available time and resources.

t

To increase the likelihood that problems will, -be

satisfactorily resolved, participants in. decision- -
making need certain skills.

o

The RFD Strategydoes not provide packaged solutions to rural
problems. ,Rather, it provides a process that encourages local initia-
tive and participation in determining educational change. The strategy
has as its goal improved local problem solving through (1) increased
control of edugation'al change by. community members and school personnel
and (2).iMproved support services for rural schools from state and
regional education agencies. The strategy is deSigned to ac,amplish
its goal by

providing a comprehensive process by Which citizens,
school board members, school leaders, school staff
members, and students can identify priority problems;
select, legitimize', and implement a solution; and
evaluate the solution's effectiveness

providing apportUnities for participants to develop
skills that will help them contribute to educational
change

helping educational support agencies respond to needs
at the local level

A basic component of the strategy is the two-member process
facilitator (PF) team that regional educational service agencies-
provide to logal communities and schools. Such teams help people
organize themselves and acquiie essential problem-solving skills.
PF teams work to help school and community groups become effective in
identifying and_solvinq,,problems TAey do npt tell people what to
change,-b4t:help them learn how to change.

4

'Excerpted from EvaluatiOn Plan Site B, Revised May 1976 (Rural

Education Program, Northwest Regional Educational. Laboratory, May 1976).
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The integrated RFD Strategy has two foci: support agencies, which
are generally state educational agencies and regional educational

-,4gencied, and local schools and communities.

2.2.1 Support agencies. One part of the RFp Strategy de4elops
the following. procedures- and skills in support agencies:

builds RFb'installation capabilities in regional
educational service'agencies in'the_state

N
supports such-capabilities by strengthening the
agencies' own ability to dolv 'problems

's

facilitates citizen, educator, and student participation
in local problem-Solving 'efforts -

2.2.2 Local schools and communities. One part of the strategy
proVides citizens,. educators, and students with'processes and skills
that will help.them improve their coMmUnication, decision-Making,. and
problem-solving capabilities.

As part of the RFD Strategy, a series of p-roducts has been
developed for use by the various groups'that participate. These
products are

The RFD Manual for School-Community Process Fapilitators

The RFD Guide for Training Process Facilitators

The RD Guide for Schools

The FD -Notebook" for School - Community Groups,

The RFD Guide for School Boards
. .

As of August 1976 the RFD Strategy descriptiond and the RFD Guide
for Support Agencies were in the process ofbeinedeveloped.



3.0 JD STRATEGY AS INSTALLED IN SITE A

3.3., Site A Context ----

In order to understand both the stvtegy installation and
evaluation in Site A one must'have'sOte understanding of the context
in, which both occurred. The following description prgsents the general
characteristics of the site! and is excerpted from the S'it(4.A Evalua-
tion Plan.

Site A is located in a geo4raphically remote area. It is
apprexiMately 1,100 miles from Portland, Oregon, and
requires, at a miniiuuni eight hours of travel time to
reach. The county in which Site A is located covers 7,799
dquare,miles, an area equivalent in size the state of
New Jersey. Approximately 86 percent of this land' is
owned by the. Federal government.

According to V970 census figures, the county itself has a
population of 9,606 with the following, distribution by
rade:

White: '4,826 Indians 4,740
Negro: .16 Other: 24

The IndiaD population which is Navajo possesses its own
language and culture and has remained, to a large extent,-
isolated, from the Anglo community. Many of the community
members do not speak English. As a group they are geograph-
ically isolated, living in'areas accessible only by jeep,
with no electrical or phone service. Further, the Indian
group itself is not homogenous and contains at least two
subgroups cthat possess different languages and culture

Lk,
patterns.

There are no urban areas in the county. The largest town
has a.1970 census population of 2,250. The population of
this and the other towns is primarily Anglo, with the
majority of county and city government offices being held
by them. Additionally, the Anglo community supports a
very strong and highly-active religious organization.

The largest employer within the county is the Federal
government. Other occupations in which a sizeable number
of inhabitants are engaged are mining, agricultueb," and
wholesale and retail trades.
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Within this county thee exists no regional educational
agency. Instead, a Single school district serves, the
entire areas. There are seven elementary schools, one
junior high, and two high schools with a total enrollment
of approximately 2,700.. Additionally, there is a Federally
oper#ted Bureau of Indian Affairg.school which provides
classes for students in grades' K-6, and offers vocational
training for those up to 21 ears of age.

At t he time of involvement of the Rural Education Pro4kam in
Site A, a group of Native Americal7 parents and students were threaten-
ing.to file a class action lawsui* against the school district. Lss
than three months later the threat became reality, and the district
was charged with racial discrimination which resulted in unequal
educational opportunities for Native Aderican children. The major
allegation of the slat was discrimination which had occurred because of
failure to apportion funds on an equal basis, failure to provide a

pre -

dominately native areas, and failure to p vide a tUral and
secondary educational facility, as well as o acilities in pre-

1)

bilingual educational.program. The sc 1 district staff, in their
desire to remedy athe conditions leading to these charges,' lent their
support to the'implementation of the RFD Strategy. Knowledge of the
availability of the strategy Is well as initial negotiations. for the
implementation of it occurred through the offices of Rural Education
Program director and the Utah State Superintendent of Public
instruction.

At the time of 'strategy installation, major factors impacting
upon both the strategy,and the evaluation,of it'included (1) the

'geographic remoteness and extensiveness of the area,_ (2) the
presence of two distinct language and cultural groups, (3) the

presence of a strong and powerful Anglo religious organization, and
(4) the institution of legal proceedings against the 'school board
responsible for contracting with the REP.

3.f Description of Strategy as Installed in Site A

The RFD Strategy in Site .A may be viewed from two perspectives.
The first is that of the REP as it provided trainimg,-Ndaterials, and
support essential to the installation of the atrategy. The second
is the perspective of the local 'school district and process facili-
tators intent upon seeing that critical strategy activitiesand
events were carried out in a manner consistent with the RFD philosophy.

For the Rural Education Program, Site A involvement included:

B

providing orientation sessions to the RFD Strategy, for
the'school board and school administrations

assisting the local school district in setting up criteria
for and hiring four process facilitators, and identifying
and orienting a local RFD coordinator (the assistant.
superintendent for secondary education)

I4



conducting 15 formal training sessions in co laborative
.problein-solving for the process facilitator and potintAl
State Department of Education trainers

providing Guided Field Experience, e.g., direbt field con-
sultation to process facilitators, initially through the
services of an REP staff member living on-site for that
purpose, apd later through on-site visits of approximately.
one-week durations of one or two staff. members

'supplying materials supportive of strategy installation

For the'school district and thit process facilitators, implementing
the strategy during the 22-month contract period required them to
engage in and/or facilitate the occurrence of numerous activities and
events which are discussed at length below. In the absence of regional
educational agencies in'Utah, the local school district. was required
to play the roles of both a local and an intermediate resource agency.

At the SEA level, the-Rural Education Program (REP) staff provided
formal training sessions and guided field experience for two and
occasionally three Department of Education employees. The,purpose of
the sessions was to prepare these employees to 'train future districts
and/or ageficies. The REP staff also provided consultation and training,
to the Utah Department of. Education Task Force on Community Education.

3.2.1 Formation of the SCGs. Orie of the initial tasks of the IFs
was to assist community =Ambers in establishing broadly representative
groups of Citizens, educators, and students. Two such school-community
groups (SCGs) were initially formed, one in .the southeastern anduone in the
southwestern area of the'district. Individuals considered to be opinion
leaders were nominated far membership-on the SCGs by the ftvajo chapter
groups in both areas and by Anglo coMmunity members; The two lists of
nominees were submitted to the school board for approval, which was granted.
'Individuals so named became permanent members of either SCG I or SCG II.

Approximately a year later an additional SCG (SCG III) was formed
in the largest town in the central area of the district. Similar'pro-
cedures for determining group memberships were employed, although
there were no Navajo chapter groups in the area to engage in this
process. Secondary students from all three SCG areas attended the
same junior and senior high school.

3.2.2 Conduct of needs assessment. One of the first tasks of
the SCGs was to identify the perceived educational needs of the
community members in those areas in which they were operating. This
task was accomplished by conducting community-wide needs assessments.
Survey instruments were developed by the SCGs ando administered to
local residents. These surveys were desigried to collect data which
would reflect the extent to which community members perceived the
need for high schools located within these communities. This issue
had been identified by the two SCGs as the education issue of
greatest concern to community members. The survey results were

9
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rr
overwhelmingly supportive of the construction of two high schools, one
to serve each of the areas represented by the SCGs. A request for the
allocation of funds for the construction of the schools was made to
the local'school board, and subsequently Ipproved.

ti 3.2.3 Search activities. Following the board'S approval, the
SCGs began engaging in activities_ designed to assist them in identi-
fying alternative school programs and school facilities from which
appropriate selections for the new high'schools could be made.
These activities consisted of visits to a number of schools by either
task force teams assembled for. that purpose, or by 'the entire-SCG,
and initial meetings with architects; public building officials,
curriculum specialists, and community school representatives. Both
groups presented interim search reports to the local school board
detailing these activities.

3.2.4 Planning activities. As the SCGs wore moving into the
planning phase of strategy activities, the school board hired two
architects to work with the groups in preparing for the construction
of the two high schools. At this time the groups were also engaged
in activities-designed to assist them in arriving at decisions
about the specific site locations for the schoolS. One SCG under-
took an additional survey of the community in order toibe able to
identify community/preferences for 'the name of the nestschool. At
the time of completion of contract work in Site A, these two SCGs

were continuing activities relating-to the construction and dlartup

of the' new high schools.

SCG II, which started up nearly a year after the first two,
conducted a needs assessment survey designed to identify areas of
concern relating to the schools. Topics covered by the survey
ranged frpm.the deer,. Rd satisfaction with the present reading level
of children'to the degree.of'support for greater community involve-
ment in educational decision-taking. 'Approximately 900 community
members were surveyed and results were tabulated and reported to tie
school board.

This SCG then formed six task force groups around'six concerns o5
identified during the survey. The/two most active of these group'S,
the task forces on extracurricular activities and on to chqr per-
formance, reviewed the issues and prepared recomme tionsAvhich

they submitted to the school board. At the time of withdrawal of
the REP from Site A, the board had referrqd the recommendation of
the first group to the high school administration, and had approved
the recommendations of the second group. \N

3.2.5 Strategy work with the high school staff. During the
early months of strategy installation, the process facilitators
provided orientation sessions for the staffs of those schools
located in the areas in which the SCGs were operating, as well as
for the high school which drew students from those areas.
Additionally, the high school staff selected two staff representa-
tives to serve on the two SCGs. 'These .individuals kept the school
staff informed about the work which the SCGs were doing.

10
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Approximately eight months into the strategy, the decision was
made by REP staff to initiate the "school intervention." Among the
objectives identified for this work were the preparation of the staff
for 'the operation of the SCG (SCG III) which would be starting up in
the coming six to eight months, and the training of the staff in
problem-solving methods and procedures so as to facilitate implementa-
tion of SCG identified projects.

Following'some initial consultation with the principal, the PF
taking responsibility for the school work conducted a demonstration
activity with the school staff at a faculty meeting. As a result, a
task force o approximately 12 school staff members was formed to "
continue work on processing the concerns identified during the demon-
stration activity. This group continued to meet throughout the rest
of that school year, focusing on short-term projects which could be
implemented before sch150:1-let out.

As school began in the fall' 1975, the task force reconvened and
undertook' the task of making their group more representative of the
school staff,. They alto ggnerated a new net of concerns which
included some of the-original andlsome new issues, and circulated
for faculty and student input 40 prioritization. During- the
they worked on identifying andnmplementing propedures which would
lead to improvements in the areas of communication, attendance and
discipline, the school day scheduling, and the use of the lunch and
faculty rooms.

As an end-of-year activity the task force conducted a survey of
the faculty to determine their degree of satisfaction with the work
of that group. Results of that survey revealed that in all improvement
areas, the work of the group was seen to be "ibove'average;" thus
indicating general faculty Support for the work of the task force.

The bulk of strategy implementation in Site A centered about the
three school-community groups and the staff of one high school. The
process facilitators, district administrator, and school board members
engaged in many activities suppcftive of strategy implementation not
4escribed here, one example being initial work on the part of two PFs
to establish a fourth SCG. No formal training was done with the 'school
board, and little training was provided for school administrators.
Thus, the major portions of the strategy examined by the evaluation
staff in Site A relatbd to the work with the SCGs and to a lesser extent
with the school staff.

In summary, RFD Strategy activities in Site A occurred according
to the following timeline. During August of 1974 the RFD staff provided
orientation to the local school-board and to school administrators and
assisted the district in the hiring of four process facilitators. In
September formal training of the process facilitators was initiated,
and they in turn began activities which culminated in the establishment
of two school-community groups. Membership on these two groups was
approved by the school board in November. The two SCGs Ipgan planning
needs assessment activities during November and December and actually
conducted the surveys' during January of 1975. Following the school

17



board's positive response to the SCGs' requests for funds to support
the construction of two new high schools, the SCGs entered into the
search phase of strategy activities. About the same time, April 1975,
work began with the school staff to form 4 task force to examine
school-related concerns. This work continued throughout the rest of
the school year.

During the fall of 1975 SCG I and SCG II finished up activities
of the search phase and began gradually moving into planning activities.
The school task force reconvened and undertook a series of tasks which
:carried them through the school year. At this time the third SCG
(SCG III) was f6rmed and began planning its own needs 'assessment. ,

-In Novdkaber the bond election was held and passed, easily..

From January 1976..through June 1976, the time of withdrawal of
the REP, SCG I and II were engaged in planning for the construction of
the new high schools, SCG III was conducting its needs assessment,
making recommendations to the school board, and engaging in search
and planning activities. Finally, the school task force continued
working to resolve those issues which it had identified earlier.

is
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4.0 DESIGN'OF THE EVALUATION

For the Rural Education Program, a primary purpose of the Site A
installation was to aid in the formulation of a comprehensive'defini-
tion of the RFD Strategy, its Oents and activities. The Site A_
setting provided the REP with an opportunity to try out for the first
time both the school and community components of the' integrated
strategy. The REP also planned to utilize this field experience in
revising the-strategy prior to a Site H installation.

In Site A the evaluation was concerned primarily with the
monitoring of the RFD Strategy at the local school district level.
Thus, few evaluation activities were conducted which involved work
with the support agency, in this instance the Utah Department of
Education. Results of the evaluation activities which were conducted
are reported in a series of informal reports, described subsequently.
Since the purpose of the evaluation was not to measure outcomes, but
was to assist with the definition of the "treatment" in Site A, the
use of either an experimental or quasi-experimental evaluation design
was deemed inappropriate. Thus, no comparisonsgroups were included.
in the Site A evaluation.

The strategy itself was in4talled in Site A over a 22-month time
period. During that time, the evaluation periodically monitored the
eventS, processes, and procedures of the strategy.

At the time of the development of the Site A Evaluation Plan',
the evaluation staff believed the bulk of the data could be

wasthrough questionnaires, logs, minutes, and checklists. It was thought
that observations and interviews would be employed only on a limited
basis, primarily to supplement data collected by other methods.
However, it rapidly became clear, through (a) the failure of strategy
participants to complete,and return questionnaires and/or to maintain
logs, minutes and/or checklists; (b) the lack of predictability of
the timing and in some instances the sequence of strategy events; an4
(c) the large number 'of non-English speaking strategy participants,

that the most accurate, timely, and complete data would be those
collected through interviews and observations. With the exception
of the final Site A evaluation data collection activity, the majority
of data was collected by two-person interview teams, interviewing
strategy participants individually. Translators were utilized for
interviews with non-English speaking. individuals.

Plans had also been made to gather data by monitoring and review-
ing the use of RFD Strategy products (Guides) as they were used in
Site A. The products, as they presently exist, were not introduced
into Site A until near completion of e installation activities.
Thus no data were obtainable on their use. However, data were
collected from the irocess facilitators on.the materials which were

19
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provided on an ongoing basis for their use in Site A. A data

collection effort on the products themselves is planned for August

or September 1976 by the product developers, and results will be

reported by them.

4.1 Questions, Methods and Instrumentation Utilized in the Site A

Evaluation

Ip order to assist the'REP in its work of defining and refining
the RFD4Strategy/. the Evaluation Unit, in conjunction with program
staff, identified the ten major questions to be answered by the Site A
evaluation.

2.- What are the characteristics of Site A at the time of
installation of the RFD Strategy?

What RFD events and/or processes occurred during the
instalItion of the strategy. in Site A?

3. What were participant reactions to these events and/or

processes7

4. What gdps or redundancies do participants perceive in
the events and/or processes of the strategy?

5. What alterations, should be made in the RFD Strategy?

What unanticipated consequences occurred in Site A?

7. What direct cysts were incurred during the installation
of the strategy ?.

What is the perception of strategy participants regarding
the adequacy of the RFD Strategy to improve the quality

of education?

To what extent do community memberS perceive themselves
to be involved in educational decision-making?

10. To what degree do process facilitators possess and
practice skills and competencies'important to strategy
implementation?

The methods and instruments utilized to obtain data on these questions
are detailed on the pages which follow.

4.1.1 Question No. 1: What are the cha cteristics of Site A

at the time of the installation of'the RFD Strategy? In order to

provide the Rural Education Program. with a description of Site A,
the evaluation staff collected demographic data. The focus of
demographic data collection efforts was upon'secuxing information

on those institutions, organizations, and communities which would

implement the RFD Strategy. This information was used to describe
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the populations and institutions:' These collection activities
consisted mainly of record searches, although some interviewing was
used to obtain information which was not available in written form.
The Baseline Data C011ection Form was utilized for collecting and
organizing those data.

4.1.2 Question No. 2: What RFD events andLR25Lces,stisooriccurred
in Site A? In order to provide the Rural Education Program with a
description of the RFD Strategy as it occurred in Site A, data were
collected concerning which strategy events did or did not occur. For
purposes of the evaluation, the January 1975 REP description of antici-
'gated events of the RFD Strategy was used to focus data collection
efforts. From that description strategy checklists were developed
for the primary participant groups. (For an example of these check-
lists, see Appendix A.) The process facilitators and REP staff
primarily responsible for the-Site A installation were asked to
complete these forms for the groups with which they had been working.
The data which resulted have been written up in Section 3.2 of this
report, titled 1Description of RFD Strategy as Installed in Site A-."

4.1.3 Question No. 3: What were participant reactions to these
events and/or Processes?

4.1.4 Question No. 4: 'Which gaps and(br redundancies do
participants perceive in the events and/or processes of the strategy?

4.1.5 Question No. 5: What alterations should be made in the
strategy, events, or processes?

Questi ns No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5 are grouped together here
because same methods, procedures, and instrumentation were utilized
for data gathering on all three issues. Data were collected through
interviews with strategy participants during seven site visits made
by two-member evaluation teams. An open-ended interview schedule
format was used, and each participant was interviewed individually.
(For a saMple interview schedule see Appendix A.) Data collected in
this manner were reported to the REP in a seriih of informal reports.
Procedures and results of this data collection ate detailed in
Section .1 of this report, titled "Input for Strategy Refinement."

4.1.6- Question No. 6: What unanticipated consequences occurred
in Site A? One of the purposes of the evaluation in Site A was to
provide the Rural Education Program with information on the occurrence
of unanticipated consequences of strategy implementation. However,
as the strategy installation progressed, it became more and-more
difficult to determine which were and which were not anticipated
outcomes. This was due, in part, to such factors as the incomplete
installation of the strategy and the political and cultural idiosyn-
crasies of this site. Thus, the evaluation staff abandoned this
task. in favor of those more likely to produce beneficial results,
given the costs incurred.
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4.1.7 Question No. 7:4 What direct costs were incurred during

the installation of the strategy? In order to assist the Rural
Education Program in the development of the strategy, and in order to

be able to provide,interdted clients with an estimate of the direct ,

costs involved in installation of the RFD Strategy, the Evaluation

Unit maitored the amount of time and travel expenses.of personnel
directly responiible,for strategy installation. Data were collected

from REP budget printouts and from school district staff. Results

are reported in Section 5.6 of this report.

Over the period of strategy installation, approximately 22 ,

months, the following additional questions were identified for

inclusion in a final data gathering effort.

4.1.8 question No. 8: What is the perception of strategy
participants regarding the adequacy of th',017teStrategy to improve

the qualityof education?

4.1.9 Question No. 9: To what degree do community members
perceive themselves to be involved in educational decision-making?

4.1.10' Question No. 10: To what 'degree do ,process facilitators

possess and practice skills and competencies important-to strategy

implementation?

In order to obtain data on these three questions, a "school and

Cammunity Questionnaire" was mailed out to both .strategy participants

and community members. Additionally, a readily translatable form of,
ehe same questionnaire was orally administered to non:-English speak-
ing participants and community members by Navajo translators.

Data on process facilitator skills were also collected utilizing

a Process Facilitator Rating form, which was completed by the process
facilitators who rated themselves and each other. Also, RFD special-

ists and program installers working closely with the PFs were asked ,

to provide ratings on the four PFs. Data obtained ip_this manner

were provided to the REP staff at a program meeting held for that

purpose.
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5.0 EVALUATION RESULTS

5.1 Input for Strategy Refinement

.In accordance with the procedures dutlined in the S* A Evaluation
Plan, reporting of evaluation findings during the course of the
installation was accomplished through a series of informal reports.
these reports were prepared following each site visit and data collec-
tion activity of the evaluation staff. In all, a total of 10 memos
and/or reports wee presented to the Rural Education Progrdm over the
course of the 22 months of strategy installation.

The reports were written as inhouse documents, for use by the
Rural Education Program in making changes and/or adjustments in the
strategy processes. Circulation of these reports was restricted to
the REP. This was done for three reasons. FirSt, the data which
were collected focused on issues which would assist the'REP in refin-
ing the strategy, rather than on issues related tc; strategy outcomes.
Thus, the data were of relatively little interest. to either the school
district, the Utah Department of Education, or the National Institute
of Education (N.I.E.). Second, because the evaluation was focused on
strategy implementation rather than strategy outcomes, the data which
were reported came from those most closely involved with the strategy,
and thus from comparatively small group. While data from these
small groups d provide issues for examination by the they did
not support g eralizations beyond the specific settin As such,
they could be of little value to other than program ff. Finally
reporting iiternally allowed the evaluation unit to obtain data from
program staff as'well as those responsible for implementing the
strategy without being viewed as program monitors. It was made
clear to all that the intent of the evaluation was to improve the
strategy, and that it was not to pass judgment on any individual or
group.

Informal deports were prepared following each major data collec-
tion activity.' As previously reported; the bulk of the data were
collected through interviews with strategy participants.. Following
data collection activities which, in all but one instance, consisted
of visits to the installation site, the two evaluators involved would
identify from the data major issues to be included in the reports.
Occasionally, disagreements occurred between the evaluators as to the
interpretation of various pieces of data. When this occurred, the
data and related issues were earmarked for further investigation
during future data collection activities. Using this technique
insured that the interpretation of data reported to the REP was
supported by more than a single individual.
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Confidentiality of respondents was maintained in all instances.
Where a person's position might be reflected by the nature of his
comments, individuals were given the option of having their comments
recorded. No comments delivered "off the record" were finally reported.

Issues were most frequently grouped according to the specific

target group affected, such as Process Facilitators, SCG, 'School Task

Force,zetc. However, in some cases issues extended across more than

one group. When this occurred, they were"so cited. For each\ii=jor

issue al4 concern, the evaluators presented recommendations w
provided one potential solution or a procedure for arriving at
,solution to the identified issue. The quality of the recommendations

put forth by the evaluators varied considerably. Even the most
limited and least insightful recommendations were of value in that
they seined to generate extensive issue examination and discussion
among the REP staff. The recommendations seen as most helpful by
the REP staff were those that, provided reasonable and appropriate
solutions and which were based on knowledge which was Seen as unique
to the evaluatiolia staff.

Finally,. in preparing and presenting both issues and recommenda-
tions, the evaluation staff focused on those items which appeared to
have implications for Site A installation and beyond.

Data collected by the evaluation unit over the 22-month period
of strategy installation centered about four main topics: InStalla-

tion of the RFD Strategy, Roles and Responsibilities.of Strategy
Parti4pants, Training Needs of Strategy Participants, and RFD
Strategy Description and Definition. A summary of the recommendations
presented in the informal reports is contained in the paragraphs which

follow.

5.1.1 Strategy installation. Several issues were identified
which related to the manner in which, the Rural Education Program
conducted the strategy installation: installation here being defined

as formal and informal training, technical assistance and consulta-

tion designed to provide ciien4 with the capacity to implement the

RFD Strategy. This information confirmed the program's belief that
proper treatment of these issues is essential to success.

One issue identified by the Evaluation Unit pertained to the

manner in which the initial strategy activities, e.g. the "entry"

activities, were condUcted. It was emphasized that those groups
and individuals who would be affected by the decision to accept the

RFD Strategy must be involved in that decision. Since this is a

basic tenet of the RFD' Strategy, the recommendation was that the
RFP, in future installations, be particularly careful not to violate

it. I

A second recommendation, and one related to the first, concerned
the necessity for the REP to obtain the commitment of the'school
board to a ol'early established set of agreements relating to resources,
personnel, and group involvement. This recommendation arose out of

(1) the need on the part of the process facilitators for legitimation
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from the school board of their role within the school district, and
(2) the need for clarity between the REP and the school board with
respect to the provision of training for the school board itself.

An important aspect of strategy installation is the work which the
REP does with a local education agency (LEA) to assist the agency in
implementing the strategy. Within the context of the Site A experi-
ence, the need was identified for the REP to work closely with LEA
staff, in this instance the school district, to ensure that-procedures
which would promote the coordination of implementation activities and
the flow of communication among strategy participants would be
established. A recommendation to that effect was made by the Evalua- 1
tion Unit to the REP.

Part of the guided field experience (GFE) in Site A was provided
by a member of the REP installation staff who lived onsite during the
initial eight months of the strategy installation. The response was
positive from those responsible for implementing the strategy in
Site A to the question of the necessity of that position both in Site A
and in future sites. Thus, the recommendation' was made that the REP ,

seriously consider providing an onsite installer for the initial stages
of strategy implementation in future sites. Another GFE issue that
surfaced during the Site A installation centers about the identifica-

.. .
tion of, and agreement upon, the locus of

j

responsibility.for-the
conductof GFE. At the time of the program's intervention in Site A,
it was 'generally felt that the responsibility for GFE would shift to .

State Department of Education employees who had been trained in the
strategy processes and procedures. Several difficulties with this
plan were encountered, and the REP continued to provide.the bulk of
the GFE throughout the conttact period. The is e, however, of when

jEa
responsibility for GFE shifts, and to whom it s 'fts, is one which
was not resolved in the Site .A experience. A f 1 recommendation
relating to strategy installation was made which alerted the REP
staff to the need to refrain from becoming involved in promoting
their own solutions to onsite problems.

The Rural Education Program undertook consideration of these
recommendations as they proceeded with the installation of the RFD
Strategy in the second site;

5.1.2 .Roles and responsibilities of strategy partici ;ants.
A recurring need identified throughout the Site A experience was for
more inforMation to-be given to strategy participants regarding
strategy roles, role relationships; and role responsibilitips. This
need was identified for participants at all levels of the strategy,
from SCG members to PFs to the RFD coordinator. Specifically,
process facilitators should provide SCG members with materials de-
scribing their roles and responsibilities as SCG officers and
representatives. Data were also collected which indicated confusion
about the relationships of the SCGs to each other and to other local
organizations°. The evaluation staff recommended that guidelines be
provided which would outline SCG functions and relationships with
respect to those local organizations operating in the same content and
geographic areas as the SCGs.
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The roles of the PF and the concept of the PF team were additional

aspects of the strategy to which attention was drawn by the Site A

situation. Initially, the-PFs were confgsed about the nature of their
role and the actual tasks,which a PF yerforms. As the role of a PF
became clearer, questions began to emerge about the concept of .a PF
team and the relation of PF:teammembers. At this point the,evalua- .

tion staff r,.commended that the REP examine the strategy as it relates

to the PF's Pole and role relationships, and cldriy for them, to
the extent possible, what these should be. The issue of PF teaming
is one which was raised in Site A, but one which for a number of
reasons could-not be resolved by the Site.A experience alone. Again,

within the context 6f Site A, the need was identified for information
relating to the role of RF, coordinator and particularly for clarity'
with respect to the amount of time anti personal commitment necessary
for strategy implementation.

In response.t9,these recommendations the Rural Education Program
prepared and circulated kale descriptions to field staff for the use

of the primary gtiategy participants.

5.1.3 Training needsof strategy participants.. / major focus
pf the training needs identified by evaluation staff during the Site A
installatiori concerned training of the process facilitators.
Recommendations were made on topics ranging from the neecYfor
structuring of PF formal training sessions to thtgeneric type of
training to be provided to the PFs. One need identified in the early.

stages of strategy installation was for a comprehensive orientation

session for all those responsible for implementing RFD. It'was

recommended that content for this session include a clear and de:

tailed explication of the RFD.StrategY, a 'focus on the goals and

philosophy"of RFD, a discusiion of the procedures which the strategy

employs, and finally a clear presentation -of the implications for

all community members of the strategy adoption. Another recommenda

,tion was for the inclusion of PETC2 (Preparing Educational Training,

Consultants) training and, the Communication skills training provided
in the "October Workshop," a special training session focused pri-

marily upon cbmmunication skills, although there was no agreement

as to when during the series of training these would best be scheduled.

eat

A number of different recoimnendations1 rere made concerning

specific types of training to be provided the PFs. 'These included

training which would assist PFs in transferring the skills, they

themselves have, to the community members and sciool staff they'were

working with, training which would help them in resolving their own

interpersonal conflicts, and training in the technicalsaspects of

the'conduct of a needs assessment. With respect to the latter

2This workshop has been developed by the Improving TeacIling
Competencies Pcogram of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

It is designed to help individuals work with small groups through an

improvement of their skills in problem7solving, communication, and

decision making.
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recommendation, an alternative suggestion, that the PFs be assisted
in locating consultant help with the technical details of the needs
assessment, was also made.' However, on the subject of using a
consultant, the evaluation staff suggested that within training
sessions the Pt's be'assisted in learning to identify (1) those situa-
tions when the use of a consultant can be profitable and (2) consultants
possessing the necessary skills, as Well as familiarity with`tpOroblems
Under consideration..

At the time of the Site A jinstallation, the work to be done with
the schools, the timing of it, and the' responsibility for it, were
not clearly defined. As the school work began to unfold, discomfort
was expressekbie the PFs with their lack of knowledge about and,
understandtpC6f that work. Thus, at one point the recommendation
was made. th4training sessions which ere-to follow foCus on work
with the schools, and that rtiv terials will be provided for
that purpose.--Additionally, s one PF emewed in the position of
responsibility for that work, it became clear that the otherthree
PFs were not receiving the'same training experiences. The re

101eilmade that all PFs be trained in all aspecti,of stra 4'egy
ins 4 rt E

A final recommendation with respect to the'fOrmal training
sessions for PFs was for a format which would provide ample oppor-
tunity fqr involvelpalpf trainees as well as trainers, and that the
amount.of time spent on lecturing-type activities be kept to a minimum.

TWo training needs were 'identified for the pshool board. The
first was that they be eduoated'verx early in the strategy installatiOn
as to the goals, philosophy, proces4es and implications of. the strategy.
The second was that the school board,be assisted in gaining skills in
identifyingrutilizing, and terpreting the data for decision making.
This recommendation emerged f the need ok'the school board to be
able to respond to the results of SCG data" collection activities, such
as the needsAissessments.

These recommendations 'we're reviewed by the4tiif of REP installers
and alterations were made, in the training plans ft rthe Site A work.,
Additionally, these redammendations were considered by staff responsible
for planning the training in the second RFD site, Site B.

4

5.1.4 RFD Strategy description'and dlEinition. At the onset of
strategy installation in Site A, the evaluation staff identified what
appealed to be a critical need for materials for staff participants
which adequately described -the RFD Strategy. 'Specifically, two types
of materials were recommended., One set would be primarily,informa-
tional 4nd could be used by participants qa13ed upon to present the
stratew, to others. A package presentation addressing the purposes,
srocedures,'and implications of strategy adoption was recommended asa
the format 'for these materials. The second set would be more than
informational, and would explain in detail the steps necessary for
strategy implementation. These materials would provide key strategy
participants with a description of the.specific activities and events

An
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whichlire to take place as a community becomes involved in carrying
out th RFD Strategy.

Concerning the definition of the strategy, two specific recom-
mendations were made. The first dealt with the need for the REP to
make explicit the definition of needs assessment which it employs,
and to see that the definition is accurately reflected in the strategy
materials. The second proposed that the REP examine the extent to
which the-(RED Strategy provides tethods, skills, and support for the
facilitation of communication awl* SCGs, the community, and task
force groups. The second part to this recommendation suggested that
the REP examine the processes by which these methods, skills, and
support are shared with the PF, and the extent to which. the PFs are
prepared for transferring the procedures and skills to the groups
with which they're working.

Since these recommendations were made, the REP staff has
completed and revised a strategy description and package presenta-
tion, and examined the issue of preparing process facilitators to
transfer skills to community members.

5.1.5 Miscellaneous ommendations. During the evaluation of

-the Site A strategy into on, several issue emerged whiCh do not,

fall into any readily identifiable category, but do have implications
for strategy revision. They are preSented in the following para-

graphs, A and. B;
40

5.1.A. Strategy products and materials. The RFD Strategy,

products were not completed in time for use in Site A. However,

many of the materials which were ultimately incorporated into the

products were used in either the formal training or the guided,
field experience in Site A. It was difficult to obtain specific
recommendations regarding the materials, although trainees did
report that materials were generally more helpful to them if they

had them to look over pkier tothe training sessions. One early

general criticism of the materials was that they contained too
much jargon and were written on too scholarly a level. A final
recommendation relating to materials was that those materials which
were designed for, use in training' sessions and field activities be

used in accordance with the specifica4ons provided by developers.

The REP development staff members are preparing to revise prod-
ucts duriAg 1977, with final products completed by November 1977.

5.1.B. Management of the RFD strateu. Two issues which emerge
during the Site A experience related to practical problems encountered
in managing the installation of the strategy.' The first centered
about the need for placing all PFs under the same contractual obliga-
tions and responsibilities, as well as similar salaries and benefits.
The second concerned office space, and the evaluation staff recom-
mended that PFs be provided with permanent working space from which
they could plan, organize, and coordinate their work in the comeinities

and the schools.
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The final two recommendations related-to the operation of,the
strategy in the field. One 'recommendation, proposed that needs assess-
ment activities be scheduled within a timeframe which permitted the
completion of the activities without undue time pressure on strategy
Participaritk. The other suggested that, in bilingual sites, SCGs

, make provisions for designated, individuals to serves as official trans-
lators for thegroups. It was cautioned that these individuals not
be process facilitators because of the role conflicts that might,arise.
These recommendations were taken into' consideration by REP staff as
they prepared fpr the Site B strategy installation.

5.1.6 Summary_ of strategy refinement procedure. The evaluation
staff, through the medium of informal reports, provided the Rural
Education Program with data and recommendations from the Site A
experience. These data and recomMendations served as stimuli for
examination of the RFD Strategy and issues related to the implementa-
tion of it. Combined with the experiences of program installers, the
evaluation results were utilized to revise the RFD Strategy description
on a phase-by-phase basis, as well as to e change thidfor alterations
in the strategy as it was being installed.

5.2 Response of Strategy Participants and Community Members to the
RFD Strategy

In June of 1976 a survey was conducted of strategy participants
and community members liOing in the areas served by the SCGs. Groups
surveyed included the three School ity.Grou0s, the staff
and school task force, the school d and community members from
three areas.. (A copy of the survey questionnaire is presented in
Appendix A.2.) ;

5.2.1 Survey procedures Questionnaires were .led to all
English-speaking SCG members, to the school,staff, clto school
board members. Fifty community members were select t risindom from
one community's phonebobk to receive questionnaires. FOr the other
two communities, no listing of community members was al4ilable.
Postal employees in both of these areas agreed to distribute question-
naires to English-speaking members of ,their community. Approximately
.60 questionndires were distributed in(this manner. Respondents were,
asked to compAete-the questionnaires and return them by it to the
county library., Completed questionnaires were collects from the
library on a daily basis, with telephone follow-up being conducted
for those respondents who could be identified and who had, phone
service. As a result of the follow-up, an additional 14 question-'
naires were sent out. some were sent as replacements for those which
had either been misplaced or had not .been received by the respdhdent.
Because of the low initial response rate, an additional 22 persons

. were sent questionnaires in an attempt to increase the number of
responses.
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Since approximately half of the Site A population is non-Engli h
speaking, arrangements were made with two translators,_ both Native
Americans, to conduct interviewsNwith non-English speaking SCG and
community members in their respective areas. In addition to the SCG
interview, each translator agreed to interview 30 community members
from their area, for a total of 60 interviews. However, only one
translator completed the task of interviewing the SCG members and
communilty members. Therefore, the response of the Native Americans
reported in subsequent sections of this report will be those for the
area served by SCG I only.

5.2.2 Limitions of the data. In reviewing the data contained
in subsequent sections of this report, the reader should keep in mind
'the following limitations. First, there is the problem of response
bias of those completing the questionnaire. It is generally assumed
that those who respond to mail-out surveys represent elements jof the
population which have the most interest in the issues on which
informatioh is being collected. The data which result can therefore
be oonsideied to reflect the extremes'of opinions, rather, than
reflecting all points alOng,tile spectrum. This effect may have
been somewhat reduced by,4t1141glg the follow-up technique of tele-
phone contact of nonrespqndentS'.

The low response rate .f.urtllek contributes to the problem of

response 'bias. While the sample size was low (a total of
331 out of district population of 9,600), the extremely low response
rate (approximately 41%3) served to further reduce the already
limited sample. ThUs, attempts to gireralize from these data to
either all community members or to the pon7responding members of
the groups surveyed should be done with a great deal of caution.

A third aimitation derives from the nature of the data themselves.

The questionnaire consisted of self-report items, including respond-
ents' perceptioni of change over, time. ledle no attempts were made
to determine the reliability of, these specific data, data of this
type donot generally produce reliable results. There is no reason

to believe these data are exceptions.

Another limitation to the data results from combining the
responses of those belonging to different groups and living in

*different communities. Specifically, data from SCG members completing
the questionnaire, whether they were members of SCG I; SCG II, or
SCG III, were analyzed together. Further, data from community members
living in areas served by three different SCGs were combined. Thus,

whatever differences may exist among communities were washed out by
the data analysis.

24
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'A final note of caution must be added regarding the interpretation
of the midpoint of the five-poi4Lt scales utilized for' Questions A-4
through A-8., Since these were undefined on the questionnaires, it is
impossible to determine exactly how they were interpreted by respondents.
In order to discuss these points within this report, however, definitions
'mere added. While they do offer degree differences, they may not reflect
the same interpretations applied by same or all respondents.

5.3, Survey Results

Tie survey was designed to obtain from both strategy participants
and community members their perceptions of involvement in and the
quality of educational decision making in their school district. Since
the school-community groups (SCGs) had -Peen operating for approximately
20 months in two of the three areas, the survey also included items
which would provide an indication of the extent to which respondents
perceived a change in the last two years.

V

The paragraphs which follow present the results of that survey
for the most signifiant questions posed. Each section contains a
table presenting the data related to a specific item followed by ,a
discussion of those data.

5.3.1 Improvement in the qualitz of education decisi ns.
Respondents were asked if the overall quality of decisio about
education in their community had improved in the last two years. AL

five-point scale was provided for their response. On the scale' 1 =.
not at all and 5 =.t great deal. Points 2, 3, and 4 were not defined.
In order to facilitate discussion within this paper, they are being
defined as 2 = "slightly,* 3 = "somewhat," and 4 = "considerably."'
The table on the following page contains the responses, both actual
numbeis and percents for combined SCGs, school task force, school
staff, school board, and a sampling of community members from the
three areas.

Nearly three-quarters of the 77 iespondentS to this question
thought that the quality of education decisions in their community
in the last two years had improved at least "somewhat" and as much as-
"a great deal." of the remaining 26% swering this n, 6.5%
thought there had been slight improv ent and 19.5% felt that there
had been no improvement at all.

In order to determine whether there'was a difference by respond-
ent groups in how decision making was viewed, we analyzed the data by
the following categories: SCG members, school task force members,
school staff members, school board members, and community members.
of the 26% who had seen no, or little, improvement over the past two
years, 21% were community members and 5% were school staff members.
All SCG members, school task force members, and school board members
who responded to this item, as well as 80% of the school staff and
54% of the community members saw improvement ranging from some to a
great deal.
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Table I

Has the overall Quality of Decisions About Education in
Your Community in the Last Two Years Improved?

School
Response Task School School Community Total.

Group SCGs Force Staff Board Members Surveyed

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.

Pos?ible
38, 12 52 156 264

-----!r

Not at ,

all (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (15) 0 (0) 12 (34.3) 15 (19.5)

Slightly
(2) 0 (01 0 '(0) (5) 4 (11.4) 5 (6.5)

Some-
what (3) (50) 1 (25) 5 (25) 1 (25) 7 (20.0) 21 (27.3)

Consider-
ably (4) 4 (28.6) 1 (25) 7 (35).. (75) 6 (17.1) 21 (27.3)

A great,
deal'(5) 3 (21.4) 2 (50) 4 (20) (0). 6 (17.1) 15 (19.5)

l

Tot. No. 14 4 20 35 77

Of the five groups responding to this item, those with the least
exposure to the RFD Strategy were the school staff and community Members.
One possible conclusion to be drawn from these data, then, is that those

groups which were most closely involved with the strategy thought there

was the most improvement in the quality of decisions made relating to

education in their district.

5.3.2 Improvement in the quality of education in the community, as

a result of work done }y the school-community groups and school staff.

The table on the following page presents the data collected from re-

spondents regarding their perceptions of the extent to which the quality
of education, in their community had improved as a result of the work

done by the school-community groups and the school staff.

A-review of these data reveals that a total of 68% of those surveyed
felt that the work done by the SCG and .school staff with the process
facilitators 6ad improved the quality of education at. least "som4what."
Of these respondents, 40% felt there had-been "considerable" to "a
greatideal" of positive change. Of those who felt the work of the
SCGs and school staff had not improved education in their community,

21.5% of those responding, three were school staff members and eleven
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were community members. Again, it is those Who aze least involved with
the strategy who see the least overall improvement in education in
their community.

Table II

Has the Work Done by the School-Community Groups (SCGs) and the
School Staff with the Process Facilitators Improved

the. Quality of Education in Your Community?

School
Response Task.. School School Community Total.
Group SCGs Force Staff 'Board Members Surveyed

No. % No. t No. % .No. A No. % No. t
Possible

No.. 38 12 52 6 156 -264

Not at

. -

all (1) t (0) 0 (0) 3 (16.7) 0 (0) 11 (40.7) 14 (21.5)

/

Slightly
42) 1 (8.3) 0 (0) (5.6) 0 (0) 5 (18.5)

i

7 (10.8)

Some- .

what (3) 5 (41.7) 3 (75) 4 (22.2) 2. (50) 4 (14.8) 18 (4.7)

Consider-
ably (4)

,

4 (33.3) 1 (25) 8 (44.4) 2 (50) 3 (11.1) 18 (27.7)

A great
deal (5) 2 (16.7) 0 (0) 2 (11.1) 0 (0) 4 (14.8) .8 (12.3)

Tot. No. 12 18 4 27 65'

'5.3.3 Perception of involvement in educational decision making.
Another item on the June 1976,questionnaire asked respondents to indicate
if they perceived an increase in their own involvement in educational
decision making within the last two years, if their involvement had
stayed the same, or if their involvement had decreased. The following
table contains these data.

Of kite 91 individuals responding, only 7, or 8%, felt that their`
involvement had decreased. All 7 of these respondents were community
members. The remaining respondents were equally divided in their
perceptions about involvement with 46t feeling it had "increased." Of
the 46% who felt their involvement had stayed, the same, 11% were school
staff members and32% were community members. Thus, all SCG members
but one and all school task force members responding did see their
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involvement in educational decision making increasing. It is interesting

to note that 3 of 5 school board members who might be assumed to have

been highly involved two years ago saw their own involvement increasing.

Table III

Would You Say Your Involvement in Making Decisions About
the Schools During the Past Two Years Has

Increased, Stayed the Same, Decreased?

School
Response. Task 0 , School 'School ComMuhity Total

Group SCGs Force Staff Board Members Surveyed

Possible
No.

No. % No. No. % No. % No. No.

38 12 52i 156 264

_

In-

.

creased 12 (92.3) 5 (100.0) 13 (56.5) (60.0) 9 (20.0) 42 (46.2).

Stayed
the same M 1 (7.7) 0 CO) 10 (43.5) (40.0) 29 (64.4) -42 (46.2)

De-
creased 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (15.6) 7 (7.7)

-Tot. No. 13 5

-

45 91

5.3.4 Satisfaction with educational decisions. All respondents

were asked if their own satisfaction with decisions relating to the
schools had 'increased, stayed the saile, or decreased during the past

two years. Thirty-seven percent (n=14) reported increased satisfaction,
32.6% (n=30) reported their satisfaction had stayed the same, and 30.4%

(n=28) reported that their satisfaction had actually decreased. These

data were also examined by respondent group. They are presented in the

table which follows.

Again, it is'clear from the data that it is primarily members of

the school staff and the community whose satisfaction with decisions

rdlating to the schools during the past two years has either remained

the same or decreased.

A
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Response
Group

Possible
No,

Table IV

Has Your Satisfaction with Decisions Which Are Made
About the Schools During the Past Two Years

Increas d, Stayed the Same, Decreased?

choOl
Task

SCGs Force

No. %

38

School
Staff

School Community
Board Members

% No. % NO, % No.

52 6' 156

Total
Surveyed

. No. %

264

Increased

Stayed
_

the same

Decreased r

9

2

2

(69.2

(15.

(15-.

3

2

0

(60.0)

(40.0)

(0 )

9

. 7

(37.5)

(33.3)

(29.2)

4

1

0

(80.0) :

.(20.0)

(0)

17

19

i

(20.0)

(37.8)

(42.2)

34

30'

28

(37)

(33)

(30)

Tot. No. 13 24 .45 92

5.3.5 Involvem t of other communit membeis. In order to'deter-
mine if respondents s w a change in community involvement in education.
decision making, we a ad them if they perceived an increase or decrease
in the involvement of .then community members, or if in their opinion,
involvement of others stayed the.same.

Of the 72 individ t sxasponding to this question, 48 or two-thirds
felt there had been an i crease in the involveient of community members
in the educational decisi n-making process. Nineteen persons, or 26%,
thought others were invol to about the same extent. Of this 26%,
the majority (13) were c ity members. Further, 7%, or 5 community
members, saw a decrease in community involvement. It is clear from the
data that those SCe, schoo' task force, school staff and school board
members see community s as becoming more involved than community
member6 see themselves Further, community members formed the only
group noting a decrease in involvement. Overall, however, two- thirds
of those responding thought there had been an increase in the involve-
ment of community members in the making of decisions about the schools.
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Table N/

Would You Say the Involvement of Other Members of Your

Community in Making the Decisions-Abo,0 the Schools
in the Fast Two Years Has IncresAed,

Stayed the Same, Decreased?'

School
Response Task School School ComMunity Total

Group SCGs Force Staff Board Members Surveyed

Possible
No.

No.. % No. % No. No.. % No. No.

38 12 52 6 156 :264

Increased

Stayed
the same

Decreased

12

1

0

(92.3 )

(7.7)

(0)

4

1

0

(80)

(20)

(0)

I4 -(77.8)

4 (22.2)

0 (D)

5

0

0

(100)

'(0)

(0)

13

13

(41.9)

(41.9)

(16.1)

48.

-19

5

(66 7 )

(26.4)

(6.9)

Tot. No. '13 18 31 72

5.1.6 Awarenessi of school staff, schoolooard, and oammudity

members. Respondents were asked to indicate on a 5-point scale (1 = not

at all award, 5 = very aware) how aware they felt school staff, school

board, and community members were of their op ons about the school in

September of 1974, and in June of 1976. The follow resents a
summary of those data.

From the following table, it can clearly be seen that overall,

:respondents perceived an. increase in the awareness of all three groups

over the 22-month period. The mean ratings increased .61 for school
staff, .75 for school board, and .85 for community members. F.
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Table VI

How Aware Do You Think School Staff Members, School Board
Members, and Community MemberS 'Were of Your Opinions

About the School in September 1974?
How Aware Are They Now?

School
Staff

School
Board

Community
Members

1974 1976 1974 197.6 1974 1976

Not at all aware (1) 25.3' 12.3 36.5 19.0 32.9 14.5

Slightly (2) 10.7. 6.2 21.6 -12.7 26.0 7.9

Somewhat (3) 25.3 22.2 13.5 .20.3 20.5 '34.2

COnsiderably (4). 13.3. 23.5 13.5 21.5 12.3 27,6

Very aware (5) 25.3. 35.8 14.9 26.5 8.2 15.8

Total No. 75 81 74 79. .73 76 '.

Mean 3.03 3.64 2.49 3.24 -2.37 3.22,

Median 3.05 3.90 2.13 3.41 2.16 3.31
\`

5.3.7 'Awareness of the RFD Strategy. In order to determine the
extent to which both those involved with the strategy and non-involved.
community members were aware of the presence of the RFD Strategy in
Site A, subjects were asked to respond to two questions. The first
question asked-respondents, "How aware are you of the work that the
school-commu*ty group has done with the process facilitators?" The
secild asked respondents how aware they were of work the school staff
had done with the process facilitators. The two tables which follow ,c

present these two groups of data.

Exactly half of the 88 respondents reported that they were pretty
much to very aware of the scho21-community work. Slightly over a third
(37.3%), however, reported that they were not at all aware of this work.
These data are particularly interesting when broken down by respondent
groups. As may be guessed, those groups most closely connected with
the strategy groups indicated higher levels of awareness than those
further removed. For example, all SCG members, all school task force
members, and all school board members surveyed reported that they were
pretty much aware to very aware of the work being done with the school-
community groups. Conversely, 60% of the community members said they
were not at all or only slightly aware of the school-community work; 16%
indicated that they were somewhat aware, and 23% were pretty much to
very aware. Slightly over half of the school staff (52%) indicated they
were pretty much to very aware of this work, but another 26% indicated
they were not at all aware, or only slight aware.
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Table VII

How A e Are You of the Work that the School-Community Group
Has Done with the Process Facilitators?

Response
Group

possible
No.

School
Task

re4's Force
No. % No.

38 12

School
Staff

No,

52

Sch9o1
.B6ard

o.

Community
Members

No.

156

Total
Sukveyed
No.

264

Not at all 4

aware (I) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (17.4) 0 (0) 20 (46.5) 24 (37.3)

Slightly -

(2) 0
A
(0) (0) 2 (8.7) 0 (0) (14) 8 (9.1)

Somewhat
..., (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (21.7) 0 (0) 7 (16.3) 12 (13.6)

Consider-
ably (4) (7.7 )j 3 (60.0) 5 (21.'7) 1 (25.0) 4, (9.3) 14 (15.9)

Very
aware (5) 12 (92.3) 2 (40.0) 7 (30.4) 3 (75.0) 6 (14) 30 (34.1)

Total No. 13

Response
Group

Possible
No.

5 23

Table VIII

'4 43

How Aware. Are You of the Work the School Staff
Has Done with the Process Facilitators?

School
Task School

SCGs Force Staff

No. % No. % No. sk

38 12 52

School
Board

No. A

6

Community
.Members
No.

156

88

.
Total,

Surveyed
NO. A

264

Not at all
aware (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (8.7) 0 (0) 26 (60.5) 28 (31.1)

Slightly
(2) 1 (6.7) 0 (0) 4 (17.4) 0 (0) 2 (4.7) 7 (7.8)

Somewhat
(3)

4
4 (26.7) 0 (0) 2 (8.7). 1 (25.0) 4 (9.3) Il (:12.2)

Consider-
ably (4) 6 (40.0) 0 (0) 6 (26.1) 1 (25.0) 6 (14.0) 19 (21.1)

Very
aware (5) 4 (26.7) 5 (100.0) 9 (39.1) 2 (50.0) 5 (11.6) 25 (27.8)

Total No. 15

32
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The same question was asked regarding the work!PFs had done with the
school staff. Overall responses were much the same, with 39% of qo
respondents indicating they were not at all or only slightly aware.

Examining these data by groups, one finds that all school task'
force members, as would be expected, are very-aware of the school
work and 65%,of the school staff are pretty much to very award of
this work. What is surprising,'however, is that slightly over one-
civarter (26%) of.the' school staff responding to the survey indicated
that they were not at all, or only slightly'-aware of the work the
process facilitator was doing in the school.

o

Community members were generally Uninformed, with 65% indicating
they were not at all or only slightly aware of the school work, and
another 9% indicating they were somewhat aware. The rewiLining 26%
were almost evenly divided in being pretty much to very aware of the
process facilitator work in the school.

5.4 Response of the N.Avaio Population

As previously described, Some thirty Navajo community member§ and
seven Navajo'SCG members were interviewed regarding community and SCG
involvement.'in education. Community members were asked about-their
`awareness of the work being done by the SCG and the extent to which
that work had helped improve education for students in their community
Responses of community members are presented below.

Table IX

Do you know about.the work the
school-community group has done? 23' 3 31

410.
Has the school-community group
helped more people in your commu-
nity make decisions about the
education of your children? 26 2 31

Has the SCG helped improve education
for students in your community? 28 1 2 31

From the responses it can be seen that, of those Navajos surveyed,
over 801% thought the SCG had served to increase the. participation of
community-members and had helped to improve the education of students.
The reader should note, however, what may be inconsistencies in these
data. ,For example, while 28 of 31 community members felt the SCG had
helped improye student education, only 23 of 31 knew about the work,
of the SCG.
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Another series of question& posed Navajo community members related

to awameness by teachers, school board members, and community memberb
of the opinions of Navajo. people about the schools. The specific ques-

tions and the results obtained follow.

Table X

Do teachers know what you think
about the schools?

Do school board members knoW what
you think about the schools?

Do other members of your community
know what you think about the
schools?

Yes No Total

25

-20

24

5

8

1

3

1

31

31

31

An .examination of the data reveals that at least two-thirds of the 31
Navajos interviewed thought teachers, school board members and other
pommunity members were aware of their opinions about the schools. Of

the three groups, school board members' were seen as the least kftowl-
edgeable of their opinions relating to the schools.

The second group of Navajos surveyed were the non-English speaking

members of SCG I. They were asked three questions relating to the

success of the school-community groups. Those questions and their

responses are presented below.

Table XI

Do you think the SCG has helped
improve the education of students
in your community?

Do you think the SCG has helped the
people in your community become
more involved with the school?

Has your SCG been successful?

Yes Total

1 7

7 0 7

7 0 0 7

From the responses it is clear that, like the Navajo community
members, these SCG members view the SCG as successful in both increas-
ing the involvement of community members in issues related to the
schools and in imprdving the education df studenti in Ebit_community.

A note of caution regarding the interpretation of these data
must be added. Although an English speaking Navajo consultant was
utilized to assist in the construction-of the instrument, and
specifiCally in the wording of items, the extent to which the ques-
tions were translated in the same terms for all respondents cannot
be determined. Nor can it be determined that respondents understood
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the questions wh+ch.werebeing posed. The extent to which these
items and the resu4ipg data serve as valid and reliable measures of
Navajo opiiiion haS not been determined.

5.5 Summary of 'Survey

In general, the results of the survey conductedAin June 1976, 22
months .of ,the--initlal_steps_of_strateigtinatallatreveal that------

ty members who were surveyed perceive an improvement in the
quality of education in their communities over the past two, years.
Further, respondents on the whole felt.themselves t:0 be more,involved
in the educatiohal decision making, and were generally more satisfied
with those decisions which were being made. Finally'', two-thirds of
the respondents perceived that the work done by the SCGs and the school
staff had improved till quality of educational dedisions in their
communities.

111

n

5.6. Direct Costs of Strategy Implementation

Direct costs bf the installation of the RFD Strategy were examined
frowthe perspective of the Ruril Education Program and the school
district. Categories for the REP .included (1) amount o time .epent
in formal training, guided4ieldeXPerience (GFE) , and consultation;
and (2) trave,land per diebt.cpsts of providing'formal training, GFE,
and bonsultatidn.

These costsr-of,coursel: do not 'reflect the actual cost of strategy
implementation at the local level in Site A. For example;,the.AEF
ctu figures. that..6for 4-day of field time, tworthirds to-one day
of inhouse time is spent Wpreparation. Do#bling the amount of time
ki.irSaZary-still.slo not account for such Imcpenses as apace, equipment,.
supplies,, and overhead (such aslinanagemeiit-posts). AdAtionally,
_sifice_Site 4 was Or the'RERpart of an 'ongoing strategy development
effortp.the'cexpensds incurrectdof.noi-reflect expenses of'implementing
an already defined and develoPed'strategy. Thus, as examination of

the installation4-cost data related' to the Site A intervention'
,would most likely provide an inflated 'picture of what strategy imple-
manta n .cests-are for the 'agency providing the consultation.

figures represent the costs fox'the on-site, work
of installing the 1, Strategy.
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Table XII

A. Contract Negotiations with School
District (Start-up)

B. Orientation And Formal Training

. Guided Field ExperienceAGFE)

Travel Costs for A-C

Person
Days ,Rate Post

lb

% 20 122
4

$ 2,420.00

75 120
5

9,000.00

154 108 ----16,6*00

Total

8,330.00.

$36,382.00

For the school district, ?figures were provided for salaries of four

process facilitator's, travel*of the facilitators, and SCG members7, and
the contract with NWREL. The district staff in figuring costs for
implementing the strategy did not account for the time of the RFD
coordinator, superintendent, school board, school staff, and/or task
force, and SCG members. Nor did they figure into their expenditure.
estimates'of the costrof providing office space and materials to sup-
port the work of the PFs.

The following are the figures reported to us by the Sell district

implementing the RFD 'Strategy in Site A.

XIII

A. Salaries for 4 Process
Facilitators

B. Travel,Expenses for Process'
Facilitators. and SCG Members II

C. Contract with NWREL for Training,
GFE and Consultation r

6iP

1974 1975 Total

$39,000 $54,000 $ 93,000

21,000 301.000 51,000

32,000 33,00Q 65,000

_Tota $109,000

4
Average daily rate for persons involved (salary plus benefits).,

5Approximate daily rate for program 'associate (salary phis benefits).

6Approximate daily rate for staff specialist I (salary plus benefits).,

7
SCG members were reimbursed for travel. expenses to and from SCG

etings.-

36:

a
Egtimated:
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APPENDIX .A

=visual=

A.1 SCG, Events checklist

A.2 Schooland.Community

A.3 School and Community
English Speaking SCG

A.4 School and Community
non-English Speaking

Questionnaire

Questionnaire for non-
Members

Questionnaire for
Community Members

A.5 'Interview Schedule - Site A Visit
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CtiktAkiITY

A.1 SCG EVENTS GIST

--I
Inter-
vices.

e

....
a r- Do' t_____----n

.

t---------i-----_____,

1. Community members net with the
PP is or other ESD representa-
tives to discuss the Scnool-
Community Process.

*2. Community members contributed
informaticn to a readiness
survey.

3. Cammuni memilers agreed to
participate in the School-
Community Process.

4. Community members contributed
information to the baseline
data collection.

14 A TSCG (temporary school-
community group) was formed.

,

, 6. The TSCG conducted a survey to
identify the leaders of
community opinion groups.

7. The TS developed criteria of
membership for assuring that all
community opinion groups would
be represented on the SCG
(school-community group).

S. The TSCG identified potential
SCG members based an the results
of the opinion leader survey.

*Optional activity/event
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Item

Inter-
view
Date

Par-

tia1
Don
Know

Comments

9. The TSCC submitted to the school
board their standards of repre-

sentativeness and Winion leader
arasinatiombership.

.

a. standards of represents-
, tiveness

b. Opinion leader nominations

i

-- ____. ___÷.______

.

10. An SCG was formed and oriented,
by the school board.

a. formed SCG

b. oriented SCG

gic

The SOG prepared plans for a
community-wide needs assessment.

12. The SCG assessed its own capa-
bilities to participate in the
School-Ccemunity Process and
planned activities to improve
those capabilities.

13. The SCG conducted a needs assess'.
ment study and reported the
results to the school board and
community.

a. conducted study

b. report to school board

c. report to community

. ,
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item

14 The SCG-snalyzed results of
heeds assess mon , prtized

s_4ecY.ed.,en..eduFtional improveliat
of

prolec
based oft the results need!

aSSOSSIMit

a. enalyzed results

b. prioritized needs

acted WrovellsitG.

IMhe SCG
tiara for

presented recomends-,
aft t pro tjec

to the school and the

community for confirmation.

a. to school board

b. te community

16. The SCG reviewed the criteria
mix sad its membership period
tally to ensure that the
truly represents the commoni

li. The SC
for se

approaches to
proposed project.

18. The SCG loped goals for the
project and criteria for assess
ing the alternative approaches.

a, goals

b. criteria
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Item

Biter-

view
, Date

Yes
Par-
tial

Don'
Know

t
Comments

19. The SCG searched for alterna-
tives and gathered data about

_

______________2._--------ii;ia-alternative-

.a. searcaed for alternatives

b. data about each
alternative

20. The SCG assessed each alternative
in terms of tne previously
defined criteria '

.22. The SCG selected the best
approach and recommended it to
tne scnool board and the
community.

a. to school board

b. to community
,

-

.

: '

22.11510- SCG analyied tne proposed
educational bp-rove:lent project

to determine necessary activi-
ties and resources.

.

. .
_

.

1

23. 1be SCG involved.others (e.g.,
scnool staff, school board,
scnool and district administra-
tors) in prepari* implementation
and evaluation plans.

a. school staff.

b. school board

c. administrators

d, students

e. others
. .

.
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24. The SCG presented istplmeentatice
and evaluation plans to the

a to sdhool board

b. to comma' ty

Is. The SCG arranged for special
training necessary for community
members to participate in carry-
ing-out the plans. .

426. The SCG participated in and
monitored a tryout of the project

a. participated in

monitored

Inter-

view Yes
Date

4

Par- Don't
No

tial Know
Comments

27. The SCG analyzed the results of
the tryout and decided whether
or not modifications were needed
before tne project was
incorporated as part ofthe
regular school program.

28. The SCG prepared a report an
the results of the tryout and
its recommendations for
adaptatidn.

29. The SCG reported to the school
board and the community at
large the results of the tryout
and its recommendations.

a. to school board

ty

"This event may be optional: programmatic projects need tryout; projects designed to
improve scnool facilities may not.
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Item

Inter-

view
Date

Yes
Pctr

i

Don't
gnow

- Cmmentso

30. The SCG participated in project
___

_inCorParattra-actiiities,--Le-,
full-scale implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation;

____,

31. The SCG p progress
reports on ementation and
evaluation activities.

32, The SCG made recommendations to
modify activities based on
evaluation results.

The SCG presented progress
reports to the scnool board and
the community.

a 'to ;ohml board

b, to coo EnitY

34. The SCG synthesized the progress
reports and prepared a summary
report an the educational
improvement project.

35. SCG members assessed skills
gained through their participa-
tion in the School-Community
Process and identified remain-
ing skills needed for problem
solving.

a. assessed skills

b. identified needed skills

_
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I

Item
Inter-
view
Date

Yes
Par-

tidl
Don't
plow

Couments

36. The SCG presented its summary
report to the schoolboarcLthet_
-e3ti0-7comunity.

II

, _

_ _

ticir

a: school board

b. tchoa staff

c. community

__

. ..

37. The SCG negotiated with the
school board a decision about
starting anotner cycle of the

. Schoolamsnity process .

.

Caailalt5 a
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V A-1

A.2 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE

ID #

Date

Would you say your involvement in making 1 Increased

decisions about the schools during the pas o
2 Stayed the same

years -was: -(circle- the -ambertityour-Answ)

.A-2 Has your satisfaction with decisions which are
made about the schools during the past two
years: (circle the number of your answer)_

'A-3. Would yoU say the involvement of other members
our communit .in making the decisions

out t e schools in the past two years has:
(circle the number of your answer of the ?

mark)

3 Decreased

1 Increaad

2 Stayed the same

3 Decreased

1 Increased

2 Stayed the same

3 pecreased

I Don't know

A-4 How aware do you think school staff members, school board members,
and community members-were of your opinions about the school in
September of 1974? How aware are they now? (circle the six answers.

If you are not sure, circle the / mark.)

46

September 1974

not at all
aware

very
aware

1111.

school staff 1 .5

school board
members 1 2 3 4 5 ?

community
members 1 2 3 4 5

a. school staff

school board
members

commuhity
members

NortmmilFWgiormiEducabormambalimy
710S.W.SecondAvenue Rod
Ponlind,Orego

503)
n097204 Eduosion

Telephone: ( 248-4800

June 1976

not at all

aware
very
aware

1 2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5
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A-5 In the fall bf 1974 the school district not at all
hired fours cess facilitators to work with aware
communit embers and school staff in a
school- nity group (SCG). How aware
are you of the work that the school-.
community group has done with the process
'facilitators? (circle your answer)

A-6 How aware are you of the work the school
staff has done with the process
facilitators? (circle your answer)

A-7 Has the work done by
group and the school
process facilitators
of education in your
your answer)

the school-community
staff with the
improved the quality
community? -(circle

A-6 Has the overall quality of decisions about
education in your community in the last
two years improved? (circle your answer)

A-9 Use the space below to
in educational decisi

JG/jt
6/2/76

very
aware

1 2 3 4 5 ?

not at all
aware

very
aware

1 2 3 4 5 ?

not at
all

a great
deal

1 2 3 4 5

not at
all

1

0

a great
deal

5

ak my comments YOU have on community involvement
ki g.
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A.3 SCHOOL-COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE -
NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING SCG MEMBERS

Check one

Montezuma.Creek SCG

01SatOSC

DO the meeting procedures used by your SCG
(for example, appointing a chairman, build-
ing an agenda,, writing down what happened)
help to make he'meetings more successful?
(circle one)

Do you think all SCG members are welcome to
participate in SCG meetings? (circle one)

3. Are all community members welcome to parti
cipate in SCG meetings? (circle one)

4. Do SCG members listen to and understand each

other? (circle one)

Has your SCG worked with'any of the following

ID #

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes, no

,groups? If yes, check all that apply% yes no

Other SCGs

0 School Board

[7.] School Staff

Was the work your SCG did
tucCessful? (circle )

aCommunity Members

Students

*4

h other groups

Do you think your SCG has helped improve the

education of students in your. community?
(circle one)

Has your SCG been successful? (circle One)

Do you think the. SCG has helped the people in
your community become more involved with. the

schools? (circle one)

JLG/mp
5/27/76

48

..yes no

yes no

yes , no

yes no

Northwest Regional Edticational Laboratory
710 SW. Second Avenue, Hamel
Portland, - 97204 Education
Telephone: (. oc) 248-88CV Flagman
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A.4 SCHOOL-COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE. -

NON- ENGLISH SPEAKING COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Where do you live? (check one)

Montezuma Creek

Mexican Hat

Navajo Mt.

Gouldings

Other (specify
1. 11, '

ID #

Oat-6

There are a few quest s I Would like to ask.you about education in
your community. You answer each question with yes, no, or I
don't know response.

First, do ttitchers know what you think about
the schools? (circle one) yes no

2. Do school board members know what you think
about the schools? (circle one) yes no

Do other members of'your community know what
you think about the schools? (circle:mg) yii no

1

Do you know about the work the'school-community.
group (SCG), has done?' (circle one)./ '. yes no

5. Has the school-community group (SCG) helped
more people in our community make decisions
about the education of yourchildreh?
(circle one) yes no

Hai the SCG helped improve ducation for
students in your community? (circle one) yes no ?

'3-

JLG/mp
5/27/76

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 SW. Second Avenue Rural
Portland, Oregon 99204 Education
Telephone: (503) 248-6800
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A.5 SITE A INTERVIEW 'SCHEDULE FORSCHOOL-COMMUNITY
.GROUP MEMBERS (FEBRUARY 1976)

ti

Date
Interviewers
Respondent Code
Duration of Interview

Ware interested in talking to you about the types of

activities you havq been engaged in since November."

1. ;What are the pridary

SCG activities you

have beeeinvolved in

during the last four

months?

50

In' your opinion

what h

especialiy, well?

Why?

What ware some of

the difficulties,

if any, in conduct-

ing'th4se

activities?

40



a.Iiow do you feel

about the work the

SCG is doing?

HaS the work the

SCG has done made a

difference in the

way the school

board treats educa-

tion issues? If

yes, how has i

made a differenc

c. What, if anything,

would you like to

see doe differ-

ently? Why?

r

56



3. What kind of work, if

-"any, has your SCG done

with th44other SCG?

4. During the past four

months, what activities

have the process

facilitatOr!been in-

volved in with your

SCG?

a. What role did the

process facilita-

tor play in these

activities?

52

.4



In general, how do

you feel about the

work the process

facilitators nave

been doing?

Do you have any bther

comments about SCG

activities?

JG/jt
2/17/76
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APPENDIX B

II. LOCAL DISTRICT BASELINE DATA COLLECTION FORM*

Data Collector J. Goforth

Name of District

Date 9t15/74

Site A (San- Juan School District)

Address of District Monticello, Utah

School Enrollment

1. Public Schools

Grade No. of-
Type of School Levels Schools

Elementary K-4

K -8

6
KL6
K-2
7-12
7 -12

Other (S ecif \
200

vocational
Total pupil enrollment in district

High (Jr.-St:)

Total
Enrollment

7 1527

1134

PrivAte Schools

Source
of Data

Utah State
4Educ. Directory

Grade No. of . Total
Type of School Levels Schools Enrollment

Elementary 1-8 '1 25 School.admin.

Junior High

High A

Junior College

Other (Specify

Total pupil enrollment in district,

Characteristics of the Population, 1070 Census
of Population, U.S. Dept. of CommeFce

b

*The term "district" refers to area cove ed by a local
education agency.

5760
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II. Voting Record on Educational Issues

1. List type of bonds and/or levies
passed and years' of passage for
last 5 ,years

Bond or Levy, Year
as,

For cops.truRtion of two hew high

schools within § tool 4istrict

List type of bonds and/or levies
not passed and years of nonpassage-
Tiii last 5 years

Bond or Levy Year

None

III. Special Problems or Considerations of the
Communities in the 'District: (e.g., lawsuits
pending against the school district)

1. Geographical remoteness of area, large

Source
of data

School District
Office

district with widely distributed Population School _District
Office

Bilingual-Bicultural population

District charged with discrimination

_gainst native American students

61



t
Source
of data

IV. Ethnic Composition of Total School District 1970 census
data

1. Black/Negro

2. Mexican American

3. Caucasian

4. Oriental

S. American India

6. Puerto Rican

7. Other (Specify

16

4826

4740

24_

V. School Budget (Public) (M & 0)

1. Total budget* (M & 0)

2.. Per pupil expenditure (M & 0)

3. Special project funds, including
government and ptivate sources
(Please specify ESEA, Title III, etc.)

Title I $ 489,028

Title IV $ 89,868

JOM $ 147,772

3,80020,0.00

1 3/4.00

VI. Description of District

1. The district is 275miles from a city of
25,000 or more

Are there reasons why this district should
not be considered as a rural area?

Yes

Exp-ain

No -X

*Excluding special project funds.

62

a

School District
Office

School District
Office

School District
Office

School District
Otfice

School District
Office

1970 Census
Utah State map

59



Mobility pecify % or number)

a. How long does the average family stay

in the district_? °N.A. years

Describe any pertinent information
relating to the mobility or stability
of the community in the district:

N.A.

Communication system used in district \i*"

(Give names and town of origin of as many
as appropriate)

a. Newspaper(s) San Juan Record (weekly)
A

b. Local radio station KATU

c. Local TV station none

Geographical setting of district

a. Location South Eastern Utah

b. Environment in general Desert, remote,

isolated numerous scenic and recreation'a

attractions

Types of emplOyment

a. Agriculture

b. Manufacturing

c. Retail (Trade)

d. Military

Service &

Mining

e.

f.

g. Government

h All other non-agric.

63

Misc. 8

15 I

23

27

Source
of data

Employment Jeve-
opment Divis n,
Utah Dept. of
Employment
Security



VII. Personnel Statistics (Public)

1. Teacher/pupil ratio

2. Teacherz transferring to other
schools within district
(specify number last year)

Teachers leaving' district
(specify number last year)

Teachers who are members of
minority groups (specify

1 number for current school year) 18

20/1

17

Average length of service of
teachers.in this district N.A.

Source
of data

Scnool District
Qffie

Sjtol District
Office

Sdhool District
Office

School District
Office

Less important:

6. Teacher age range

7. Average ageof teachers

8. Average age of administrators

9. Average level of-education of
teachers

VIII. PTA Information

'1. Existence:

2. Membership

3. Average attendance number

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Yes No X

Less important:

4. Number of officers

5. Frequency of meetings (per year)

6. PTA newsletter Yes

7. Subscription to PTA newsletter
(specify number of subscribers)

64

No X
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IX. Income of Families in District

1. Less than $3000

2. $3000 $7000

3. More than $7000

4. Median income

.11'

NA t

NA %

%

t 6,604

5. Percent of population on
welfare NA '%

1179

6. Percent of unemployment 3.5%

32.9 percent of population inthe county ea
poverty level (1970 CeAsus)

X. Pupil Itito\rmation (Public)*- continued

1. Ethnic Composition of students

a. Black/Negro 4

b. Cducasian P 1379

c. American Indian 1243

d. Mexican American

e. Puerto Rican

.f. Oriental (Asian American) 78

g. Other (Specify

2. Total dropout rate NA

3. Dropout race for minority groups

NA %.

NA V

NA t

4. Average daily attendance 2496

S. Transfer rate within district NA

6. Transfer rate (out of district) NA

*See attached Pupil Information Sheet.

65

0

Source
of data

F.

1970 Censatts

1973 Census
1970 Census

less than

School District 4/

Student Population
Profile Data
Oct. 1, 1974

School District
Office

C---
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PUPIL INFORMATION

School District
Student Population Profile Dath

October 1, 1974

School
ID No. Grades

American
Indian Black

Asian
American

Spanish
Surnamed
American Anglo Total,

1 3-6
....

170 1 0 8 182 361

2 K-4 107 0 0 0 17 124

3 K-4 0 0 0 2 .22 11

4 K-8 183 0 t 0 0 1 184

106 276 i 1 0 0 29 306

6 K-6 8 0 .0 26 281, 315

7 K-2 117 1 1 2 150 271

8 7 -1'2
13

0 1 28 315 352

9 7-12 374 1 3 7 382 767

66 63
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XI. Professional Personnel

. _

Category
No. of. Per,sonnel

139
a. Certificated

Employees

b. Noncertificated
Employees 148

c. Non-teaching
certificated
personnel
(e.g., princip-al,
head counselor,
librarian, etc.) _

NA

The following is considered less critical infor-
mation. If available, these data should be
collected.

XII. Ability and Achievement
(Specify instrument used and average score)

Test Grade
Date of Last

Testing
Average
Score

CAT (1957 edI 3. Aprils 1976 NA

CAT (1957 ed 6 April 1976t NA

CAT (1957 ed 8' April 1076 7.89

CAT 01957 ed 11. April 1976 10.63

PMIIIMIN.m.

XIII. Population of LEA

1. Total

2. Per square mile

9606

1.2

67

Source
of data_

School District
Office 1972 11,'

Employee Popula-
tion Profile

School District
Office

1970 Census



XIV% Education Level of Adults in the District

1. Less than 8 years of schooling 1607

2. Some high school 532

3. High school-graduate 880

4. Some college 463

S. College graduate 337
0

6. Median school years completed
by adults 10.7

XV. Language Spoken at Home

1.. English.

2. Other (Specify

3. Other (Specify

Navaho

XVI. Reailious Affiliations

1. Catholic

2. Protestant

3. Jewish

4. Other

Types of Households

1. Two parent household

2. Single parent household

3. Single person household.

4. Other Specify

XV I. Political Affiliations

1. Democratic

2. Republican

3. Independent

4. Percent of qualified voters
who ale registered

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

-NA

NA

NA %

NA

RYA

NA

NA %

NA_,

_NA

Source
of data

1970 Census

65
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